PC-Doctor Toolbox for Windows

A PC's performance is directly related to its health. Yet over time frequent usage, new software programs, overloaded startups, too many temporary files and more can cause a PC to lose some of its performance and efficiency.

Yet now PC users can get the world's leading hardware and system information tool PC manufacturers have relied on for years – PC-Doctor Toolbox by PC-Doctor, Inc., featured with new Ultrabook™ devices. This powerful system diagnostic tool has been integrated with the tools already in place by PC manufacturers to monitor key hardware and software components, which helps a PC run at its best. Plus, it empowers users to solve PC problems without assistance, which reduces the need to solve issues through support calls and overall helps avoid PC problems and repairs.

PC-Doctor Toolbox features:

- New dashboard with a focus on important real-time information
- More than 300 hardware tests for all major PC subsystems: storage, audio, graphics, networking, memory, CPU, system board, and peripherals
- Detailed system information with a focus on relevant real-time performance, system stability and security items
- All new notifications center for quicker response to important and actionable system issues
- All new system history view to assist in quicker and more efficient system issue troubleshooting
- Monitoring of Windows updates, system performance, and hardware health
- Links to Windows tools and support resources
- Includes Toolbox Remote allowing cloud based management of all your Toolbox enabled systems!

How PC-Doctor Toolbox Works

PC-Doctor Toolbox is like having a computer doctor on duty 24/7, monitoring the hardware and software components of a PC. When action is needed, the PC-Doctor Toolbox dashboard describes the problem and directs the user with recommended actions.
PC-Doctor Toolbox alerts a PC user when critical areas need attention, which includes security, storage, application crashes, network, performance, hardware, updates and more. It includes these primary features:

**Hardware diagnostics**
- More than 300 hardware tests for all major PC subsystems
- Quickly and accurately diagnose hardware issues
- Easily run quick, full or stress tests for a thorough check up, or target the device you want to test
- Automatically monitor key hardware components to alert you before issues become a problem!

**System Information**
- In-depth knowledge of a PC
- Details about all PC components
- Understand what is installed: Firewall, Startup Programs, Web Browsers, Virus scanners, etc.

**System History**
- Use System History to help understand when and why things go wrong
- See software and hardware changes over the life of the system
- View Critical Event history
- Review historical diagnostic results

**Real-Time Dashboard**
- Provides an at-a-glance view of overall system health
- Focuses on important real-time system metrics to assist in monitoring your computer’s health
- Notification carousel bubbles up important alerts to critical areas that need attention

No matter what sort of user you are – small business owner, personal user, telecommuter, tech geek or system builder – you can benefit from having the same world class hardware diagnostics that have been used by top PC manufacturers for years. PC-Doctor Toolbox is the leading PC diagnostic tool that helps a PC run at its best.

**For more information visit:**

If you’re already a PC-Doctor Toolbox customer and have questions or support issues, visit the FAQs or our Community Support Forums.